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Introduction
The new standard grammar of modern written Arabic by El-Said Badawi, Michael Carter and Adrian Gully defines the circumstantial qualifier as clauses or
phrases that describe “the state or condition of the antecedent”.1 According to
them, “circumstantial qualifier” is equivalent to the traditional Arabic concept
of ḥāl. This supposition is premature. The ḥāl concept is defined within the
framework of a normative grammatical tradition. We do not expect to discover
hitherto unrecognized ḥāl constructions in classical Arabic texts. What is not
called “ḥāl” in the standard Arabic grammars cannot without protests be classified as ḥāl in a linguistic investigation. This is why we prefer to use the English
linguistic term “circumstantial qualifier”. It is a term that can be applied to
Arabic texts without normative pretentions. If an investigation of the various
ḥāl constructions in Arabic would shed light on hitherto unrecognized syntactical features, you could easily be accused of mistreating the ḥāl concept. The
concept of circumstantial qualifier on the other hand is purely linguistically
defined, open to whatever circumstantial constructions you might discover in
various strata of the Arabic language.
The commonly accepted ḥāl expressions in written Arabic occur on two linguistic levels.2 As is well known, the most common ḥāl-construction on the phrase
level is an active participle in the accusative, but other noun phrases in the
accusative case may be used as well, such as verbal nouns, adjectives, and even
common nouns. On the sentence level things are more complicated. A rich variety of clauses may serve as circumstantial qualifiers, they may be nominal or
verbal, asyndetic or syndetic. This article is not the place to give an account for
the possible varieties of ḥāl-clauses in standard Arabic,3 it is sufficient to point
out that circumstantial expressions often – because of there general nature –
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express nuances of purpose or finality: ʾinṭalaqat fī l-šāriʿi tabḥaṯu ʿan-i l-ʾaṭfāli
“she went into the street to look for the children”.4
In the present article, our aim is to begin investigating a modern Arabic dialect
in order to discern in what ways the dialect expresses circumstantial information, and also – as a contrast – how the dialect forms the main narrative chain.
We have chosen the dialect of Kinderib in the district of Midyat of southeastern Turkey. The texts are published by Otto Jastrow.5 The vernacular is
locally called Mḥallami, a subgroup of the Mardin dialect group of the Anatolian dialect type. Our study is a preliminary account based on three narrative
texts from Kinderib, the so-called “Schatzgeschichten” in Jastrow’s edition.
The foreground narrative in Kinderib
Let us begin with one example of a narrative syntax:
ǝnnawb qām, ṭalaʿu dáwrǝya. ṭalaʿu dáwrǝya, w ǝddǝnye b-ǝllayl-ye
“then they went on patrol while it was night” (14.1.3)
The sentence is introduced by the exceedingly common particle ǝnnawb, “then,
now”,6 which in a narrative context often but not always marks a new event in
the story. qām is a frequent particle for the beginning of an action. As can be
seen from the example, qām is not inflected, and most often there is no need to
translate it. The verbal action is introduced asyndetically by a perfect, ṭalaʿu,
followed by a substantive with adverbial function dáwrǝya “on patrol”. Finally,
there is a nominal clause introduced by w, with the function of a circumstantial
qualifier, informing of the time of the action, “it was at night”. The classical
conjunction fa- does not exist in the dialect. The function of classical fa- as a
foreground marker is filled by other syntactical particles, like ǝnnawbe or
ǝnnawb, qām and other fossilized particles. The repetition of the clause ṭalaʿu
dawrǝya is a feature of the spoken narrative. The last clause in the example is a
classical nominal clause, except that an enclitic particle is used: -ye in the
phrase b-ǝllayl-ye. It refers back to the feminine ǝddǝnye. This enclitic particle is
a characteristic feature of all Anatolian Arabic dialects. Another sentence introduced by ǝnnawb with a perfect is:
ǝnnawb fātu mayyalu l-ǝḏ̣ḍe̱ ʿa
̄
“then they went in, turned aside to the village” (14.1.5)
[Jastrow: Sie bogen zum Dorf hin ab]
The perfect mayyalu “they turned aside” – asyndetically appended after the first
perfect fātu – is striking. Such asyndetic perfects often form chains in the narrative texts of Kinderib. What do they express? The first perfect is a rather general verb of motion, fātu “they entered” and the next perfect is seemingly more
specific, mayyalu “they turned aside”. They seem to express different phases in
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one and the same action. If one verb is not enough, another verb is appended
to achieve a more precise expression. Such a chain of asyndetically appended
perfects is found also in
daqqu lbāb ṭalaʿ zalame fataḥ-lǝn ǝlbāb
“they knocked on the door, a man came out, he opened the door” (14.1.5)
Asyndetically joined finite verb forms are extremely frequent in Kinderib. One
more example is
štaṛālu dīk dawwaṛ bayn ǝḏ̣ḍe̱ ʿa
̄ mǝn hawn lǝ-hawne qaffālu dīk bala nīšān
“he bought a cock: went around in the village and searched for himself a cock
without markings” (14.2.10)
Here three asyndetically appended perfects are used, the first one, štaṛā-lu,
being introductory and anticipating the whole the action. The rest of the sentence beginning with dawwaṛ explicates the first proleptic verb by telling the
different moments in the process of buying a cock. It seems that the normal
foreground narrative in Kinderib is expressed by perfects, frequently asyndetically joined:
w ṛǝḥtu-zǝd nabaštu ʿaláya ṭalaʿǝt ǝǧǧaṛṛa fārġa
“and I went also and digged for it (but) the pitcher turned out (to be) empty”
(14.2.19)
We conclude that asyndesis is a natural unmarked way of forming a narrative.
The use of the conjunction w seems to be facultative and often occurs before
the last verb form in a sequence of actions.
Foreground narrative can also be expressed by imperfects with the meaning of
an historical present:
yǧīb ṛǝmmān yqaššǝr ǝṛṛǝmmān w yṭaʿʿǝ́mu nnawb ḥabb ṛǝmmān
“he fetches a pomegranate, peels the pomegranate and feeds it with pomegranate corns” (14.2.12)
In this example, three imperfects, the last one appended by w, give the listener
the feeling of being present in the moment of action. But also imperatives may
occur in chains of a type similar to hendiadys, as in
xallīyǝn xrǝǧǝn ʿala wlādǝk
“leave them behind and give them to the children” (14.3.22)
qūm ṭlaʿ štǝṛīli-we
“enter and buy it to me!” (14.3.17)
In the last example we encounter three asyndetically joined imperatives, the
first imperative of which functions as an exhortatory particle which must often
be left untranslated.
After these introducing samples of foreground syntax in Kinderib, we shall
begin examining circumstantial qualifiers on the phrase level. In a second step,
we will examine the sentence level.
Phrase level circumstantial qualifiers
Substantive in the adverbial case
We have already seen an example of a substantive in the accusative case expressing an adverbial qualification:
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ǝnnawb qām, ṭalaʿu dáwrǝya
“then they went on patrol” (14.1.3)
The substantive dáwrǝya means “patrol”, but we are forced to translate it adverbially “on patrol”. We cannot from the form alone see that it is in the accusative case, but the analogy with classical Arabic, allows us to conclude that it
is accusative, or simply in the dependent case.
Participle in the accusative
As with other nouns in the accusative, the case of participles must be concluded from their functions.
ṯāṯǝtǝn baqaw qyēm
“the three (of them) remained standing” (14.1.52)
Here we might find an example of the thesis in Dahlgren’s Word order in Arabic
that the unmarked word order in Anatolian Arabic is SVO. In any case we encounter after the perfect baqaw, a participle in the plural, qyēm “standing”,
which qualifies the action that they remained in the place.
Adjective in the accusative
Adverbial adjectives are infrequent in Standard Arabic and there is only one
example in our small corpus from Kinderib:
ašqad lǝ-yǝǧ mǝnnǝk vǝrr-u bʿīd
“as far as possible throw it away from you far away!” (14.1.43)
The adjective bʿīd functions here as an adverbial adjunct to the verb vǝrr
and/or to the 3ms object suffix -u.
Sentence level circumstantial qualifiers
Nominal clause with enclitic copula
On the sentence level the most simple circumstantial qualifier is an equational
nominal clause, in Kinderib always containing an enclitic copula. We have
already mentioned the short temporal qualifier w ǝddǝnye b-ǝllayl-ye “while it
was night” (14.1.3). Here ǝddǝnye is the determined subject, b-ǝllayl is the
predicate. In the following example an asyndetic circumstantial clause informs
of the nationality of a certain person:
ǝnnawb tmaṛḥabǝt fīyǝn, mǝn ayn-ǝntǝn, wēḥǝd mǝnn-ǝn tǝrki-we
“she greeted them: ‘Where are you from?’ – one of them was Turk” – (14.1.7)
Also a participle may occur as a predicate in an equational nominal clause expressing background information:
ǝnnawb halsǝwwēqīn lǝnne ʿǝndu, w hūwe qāyǝm-we baqa yǝtfarraǧūn
“the plowmen beside him, while he was standing there, began to observe”
(14.1.31)
It is worth observing that the nominal clause – except for the enclitic copula –
syntactically conforms to the nominal clause in standard Arabic. The participle
agrees with the subject hūwe as to number and gender, and after the nominal
clause the main sentence is resumed with a finite verb in the plural,
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yǝtfarraǧūn. The equational clause is introduced by the conjunction w, which is
important to observe in a dialect where asyndetic annexation is frequent. When
w is used at all in Kinderib, it is usually in order to introduce a nominal equational sentence. We can also observe the baqa modificator, formally a perfect
verb form, but in some positions petrified to an inchoative particle succeded by
an imperfect.
Nominal clause with a finite verb
Nominal clauses may also be complex, containing a finite verb:
ǝnnawb nabašu fīyu ǝṣṣǝfāye šwayye ṭalaʿǝt ʿamīqa ʿǝndǝn
“so they digged there, the stone ground coming forth rather deep” (14.3.2)
In this sentence there are two levels of circumstantial qualifiers. On the phrase
level ʿamīqa has the same function as a classical ʿamīqatan “in that it was deep;
being deep”. On the sentence level we encounter a complex nominal clause
expressing background information about the digging activity.
The finite verb in a complex nominal clause can also be an imperfect as in:
ǝnnawb hǝnne yǝnbǝšūn, aṛaw ʿǝǧǝl
“while they digged they caught sight of a calf”
The circumstantial clause hǝnne yǝnbǝšūn consisting of subject pronoun and an
imperfect precedes the narrative thread which is taken up again with the perfect aṛaw. As can be seen a circumstantial clause may express the background
of the following action.
The verbal clause as circumstantial qualifier
With the imperfect
The asyndetic imperfect introducing a circumstantial clause is found in Kinderib as in Standard Arabic:
hạwk-zǝde ǧaw ṯnayn lǝ-ʿǝndu, ṯnayn ṯāṯe, yǝtfarraǧūn ʿaláyu
“Also those two men came to him, two or three, in order to have a look at
him” (14.1.27)
In this example the verb in the main sentence is a perfect, ǧaw, while the asyndetically introduced imperfect, yǝtfarraǧūn, is a circumstantial that comes close
to expressing a final nuance, “in order to”. An example of an imperfect expressing the reason for the preceding statement is found in
... ʿala qawlu lā yǝldáġu. yǝfzaʿ mǝnnu
“… in order that it should not sting him, because he was afraid of it”
(14.1.32)
The imperfect here gives the reason, the background, of the preceding sentence. The man wanted to avoid being stung by a hornet, because he was afraid
of it. As pointed out above, finite verb forms are frequently joined asyndetically
in chains, and this is often the case also with circumstantial imperfects, with
complicated references, as in:
hạwk-zǝde baqa yṛōḥ ʿalay-ǝn ḥǝbēbi, yǝlṭǝmūwǝn. yǝlṭǝmūwǝn ywaqqʿūwǝn
“even those ploughmen: single hornets came against them, whereby (the
ploughmen) smashed them, smashed them and brought them down”
(14.1.30)
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The utterance begins with a leftdislocation hạwk-zǝde, anaphorically referred to
by the suffix of ʿalay-ǝn. The subsequent abrupt change of subject – from hornets to ploughmen – is possibly a feature of the living speech situation. As
many other ḥāl-constructions, the imperfect in circumstantial position often
expresses finality, and this can be emhasized by the use of the prefixed future
particle tǝ-. In the following example the imperfect yǝštǝri is prefixed by the
future particle tǝ- and affixed by an indirect reflexive suffix -lu:
ṛāḥ lǝ-Mǝḏyāḏ tīštǝṛīlu ʿǝṭra
“he went to Midyat to buy commodities” (14.3.13)
With the perfect
Also perfects may occur in circumstantial qualifiers in Kinderib, but instead of
a waqad as in the Standard language a verbal modificator kūt- may be utilized:7
w zawǧ-a kūt-ǝnqatal f-ǝssafaṛ
“and her husband was killed in the war” (14.1.6)
A perfect can also be appended asyndetically to the main clause as in:
hāḳ xbayz lǝ-f-īdǝk, rġīf sāġ-we w rġīf kasartu saytu šǝṭfǝtayn
that piece of bread in your hand – one slice is whole and one have you broken
in that you made it two pieces – (14.1.17)
Here, the perfect saytu (with object suffix -u) of the verb sawa expresses an
adverbial complement. The same function of a perfect can be seen in:
w waraqāyǝ́ta hīye ḥaṭṭa bāšqa ʿaráfǝn mǝn baʿḏ̣ǝn sawā-lu fīyǝn nīšān
“but her piece of paper he placed separately in that he discerned the two,
having made for himself a mark on them” (14.1.22)
The attached perfects in this example may be regarded as circumstantial expressions. waraqāyǝ́ta “her piece of paper” is a leftdislocation.
Verbs in symbiosis: verbal hendiadys, or what?
The frequency of asyndetically attached finite verbs in Kinderib is conspicuous.
A limited number of such verbs recurs again and again with asyndesis in formulaic renderings. Those are the verbs ṛāḥ “go, travel”, ṭallaʿ “look at”, qām
“stand up” and ǧā “come; go”. The two perfects in w qām ǧā “he went away”
(14.1.22) and even more the three perfects in qām tnāwal ṭarēqu w ṛāḥ “he
went away” (14.1.24) are used to describe one and the same action, and in
such cases the last verb sometimes bears a facultative initial w. In ǝnnawb qām
ṛadd “then he returned” (14.1.40) we may compare with classical Hebrew in
which such pairs of verbs are quite common, even asyndetically attached.8 We
may call this type of expression hendiadys. Hendiadys means that a complex
concept or a complex action is described by two co-ordinated but semantically
distinct expressions (“one by two”). Another example with ǧā shows how the
second verb gives the description a nuance of liveliness. In this example the
perfect ǧā is succeded by the perfect wǝṣǝl: īḏa ǧīt wǝṣǝlt laya “when you reach
it” (14.1.45). Such asyndetic hendiadys-constructions are most frequent with
perfects, but also imperfects are attached in this way, as in lā yǝǧawn yǝlḥaqūni
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“otherwise they will catch me up” (14.1.51).9 In the example the real meaning
of the action is expressed by the second verb yǝlḥaqūni, while the first verb at
the most gives the expression a little more emphasis and fullfils an adverbial
purpose. The verbal hendiadys is a linguistic tool for the expression of adverbial connotations with the help of finite verbs. It is usually the first verb in the
pair that adds the adverbial qualification of the action, while the second expresses the semantic content of the action.10 It is characteristic of the hendiadys
constructions in Kinderib that the first and second verbs always have the same
tense form. Perfects follow perfects, imperfects follow imperfects, and imperatives imperatives: qǝmna ṛaddayna ṛǝḥna lǝ-ʿandu “we went back to him”
(14.3.37). Cases such as this with three asyndetic finite verbs in a hendiadys
where two verbs contribute with adverbial nuances are not uncommon in Kinderib. The real action verb is the last one (ṛǝḥna) whereas qǝmna is inchoative
and ṛaddayna adds the meaning of “opposite direction” to the same action.
Summary
The examples given should be sufficient to show that circumstantial qualifiers
in Kinderib both departs from the classical usage and conforms to it. Noteworthy in the foregrounding constructions is the frequent usage of asyndetically
attached perfects. Frequent are also chains of verb hendiadys where the first
verb component contributes with an adverbial qualification to the action.
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